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Supposed links between loot boxes and gambling continue to dog the video game industry, with a series of European gambling
regulators having established projects to investigate the controversial digital prize boxes.

The launch of regulatory projects in three European countries follows in the wake of fresh controversy surrounding the noisy and
negative consumer reaction to the release of first-person shooter game Star Wars Battlefront II.

Players have criticised publishers Electronic Arts (EA) for locking key characters such as Darth Vader and Luke Skywalker behind large
payments of virtual currency.

The game’s loot boxes, for sale both in the game and for real money, have a random chance to award large bundles of this virtual
cash and, critics say, draw uncomfortable parallels with gambling.

The volume of public criticism grew so intense that, according to reports, Bob Iger, the chief executive of Star Wars owner Disney,
phoned his opposite number at EA, Andrew Wilson, to demand that the boxes be scrapped. Hours after this call was first reported, the
video game publisher announced that they were temporarily removing purchasable crates from the game.

This latest flashpoint has attracted attention from various government agencies and politicians across Europe.

On Monday, French regulator ARJEL received a letter from Senator Jérôme Durain pressing the agency to investigate the links
between gambling and loot boxes.

“Loot boxes seem to me to require special attention from the public authorities,” wrote Durain, adding that “some observers point to
a convergence of the video game world and practices specific to gambling”.

Durain also pointed to Belgium, where the Belgian Gaming Commission last week announced that it was launching its own loot box
review in wake of the Star Wars debate. The regulator is set to examine practices in both Battlefront II and rival title Overwatch,
published by Activision Blizzard.

The Dutch Gaming Authority (KSA) has also begun its own investigation into loot boxes, with a particular focus on their appeal to
children. The regulator said it was folding an analysis of loot boxes into an ongoing examination of social games.

In the UK, the Gambling Commission is paying close attention to the issue but does not believe that loot boxes, as they currently exist,
fall under the parameters defined by the Gambling Act. As such, any tangible complaints about the practice would be the
responsibility of the Competitions and Markets Authority.

However, the commission identified loot boxes as a potential issue as early as 2016 when it released its wide-ranging position paper
on “Virtual currencies, eSports and social casino gaming”.

In a section on prize “crates” or bundles” in video games, the commission said: “Additional consumer protection in the form of
gambling regulation, is required in circumstances where players are being incentivised to participate in gambling style activities
through the provision of prizes of money or money’s worth.

“Where prizes are successfully restricted for use solely within the game, such in-game features would not be licensable gambling,
notwithstanding the elements of expenditure and chance.”

UK legal expert David Clifton agreed that the commission is unlikely to move against loot boxes in the near future, but suggested it
may become more inclined to take action as in-game items are increasingly exchanged for money or money’s worth outside games.
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“I think the regulatory focus will increase on what can be traded or exchanged for money or money’s worth outside a game because,
if it is shown that such transactions can easily be conducted and there exists an overt relationship between the facilities for gambling
and the means of exchanging items for cash, the commission is likely to regard the statutory definition of playing a game of chance
for a prize as definitely kicking in,” said Clifton, director at Clifton Davies Consultancy.

Clifton added that the commission is also more likely to be motivated by cases where children are being directly targeted.

He cited recent examples, including the regulator’s response to a Sunday Times campaign that criticised child-friendly cartoons on
gambling websites and its prosecution of two individuals who were operating an online casino that accepted virtual coins from the
FIFA video game series.

“The commission has become even more committed to taking all such proactive action as may be required to ensure protection of
under 18 year olds and the vulnerable,” noted Clifton.

In response to the criticism surrounding its game, Battlefront publishers EA released a statement to the media that disputed the
claims.

“The crate mechanics of Star Wars Battlefront II are not gambling. A player's ability to succeed in the game is not dependent on
purchasing crates. Players can also earn crates through playing the game and not spending any money at all. Once obtained, players
are always guaranteed to receive content that can be used in game."
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